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Abstract. This paper presents the rationale and some implementation
aspects of the VOTE communication support system. VOTE supports a
global address space by means of a software-implemented virtual shared
memory (VSM). VSM consistency maintenance is implemented exploit-
ing a concurrent execution model and avoiding intermediate buffering.
The efficiency and scalability of the VOTE solutions is (a) demonstrated
by presenting measured results and (b) compared to the predicted exe-
cution times of VOTE’s performance prediction framework.

1 Introduction

Some systems provide support for both message passing and shared memory
communication paradigms. Unanimously, this is done by using an integrated so-
lution where the same memory consistency semantic is applied to both paradigms.
This is in contrast to the natural operation models of shared-memory and
message-passing communication. Shared-memory communication applies a sin-
gle reader/single writer (SRSW), or sometimes a multiple reader/single writer
scheme (MRSW), operation model to a shared address space and ensures the
memory consistency model provided by the memory subsystem. Message-passing
communication is based on point-to-point connections of communication part-
ners. This paper presents the VOTE solution of a coexistence of the two com-
munication paradigms keeping hold on their natural operation models.

2 VOTE Communication Support System

VOTE is a communication support system [3] which, to support a scalable and
efficient execution of parallel applications, promotes a symbiosis of architectural
transparency and efficiency aspects. Users should not be obliged to know when
to use either of the two communication paradigms. Moreover, for reasons of
efficiency, a user should any time be able to directly exploit the communication
functions to achieve the best possible solution to his or her problem.
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Architectural transparency requires the introduction a global address space,
providing a VSM system. At the user-level, this makes shared-memory commu-
nication an option even in the absence of shared memory resources. Then, com-
munication is possible via calls to message-passing functions or, alternatively,
performed automatically through the on-demand data movement of memory
items to processes that request data causing a memory access fault.

VOTE is implemented as part of the PEACE family of operating systems [5].
It exploits a specifically customized kernel of the PEACE family and runs as a
library on the parallel MANNA computing system [1]. Parallel programs use
VOTE through calls to the application programmer interface (API) which sup-
ports Fortran, C, and C++.

VOTE’s software architecture distinguishes three functional units implement-
ing the communication support. An adviser process serves as a distributed col-
lection of daemon processes and serves as a data repository. The set of advisers
maintains directory information about the distribution of VSM pages, imple-
ments synchronization features and provides mapping functions to group pro-
cesses for the execution of collective message-passing functions. Each adviser is
supplemented by a set of threads, called actor threads. The purpose of an actor
is to provide a remotely accessible interface to control the memory management
and data transfer functions for a particular address space.

2.1 Shared-Memory Communication

The VSM subsystem of VOTE implements a facility for shared-memory commu-
nication in a single global address space. A MRSW driven sequential consistency
model is supported, using an invalidation approach to raise memory access faults.
VOTE differs from state-of-the-art VSM systems by rejecting the dynamic dis-
tributed page ownership strategy [4].

VOTE is based on a fixed distributed scheme and uses a user-directed map-
ping from VSM address ranges to consistency maintenance processes (advisers)
and adds a caching mechanism to the consistency maintenance.

Access Violation
Protection

cache hit cache miss
Violation

read access write access read access write access

628µs† 667µs 794µs† 1670µs 1396µs†
† plus logarithmic time complexity for invalidations

Table 1. Times for access fault handling in VOTE

Table 1 summarizes the time an application process faulting on a memory ac-
cess is suspended from execution. The most simple case is a protection violation
requiring 628µs to resume the application process.
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2.2 Message-Passing Communication

Once an application process selects message-passing as its communication para-
digm, the memory model is suited to make use of any message-passing commu-
nication library. The drawback of most message-passing communication libraries
is due to the high latency of message handling. The idea followed by VOTE’s
implementation of an MPI subset is to support a zero-copy message delivery.

3 Applying the Performance Prediction Framework

This section presents an application case study and the VOTE performance pre-
diction framework. The framework is applied to the case study and its accuracy
is shown by a presentation of both predicted and measured performance results.

3.1 Application Case Study

A case study was done with a parallel SPMD-based (single program/multiple
data) implementation of a successive overrelaxation with the use of the red&black
technique. Data sharing appears between pairs of processes, that is each process
communicates with two other processes, the predecessor and successor.

The message-passing version of this program requires four calls to communi-
cation functions (exceptionally, the first and last process only performs two calls).
A pair of a non-blocking send and a blocking receive function is used to communi-
cate with a neighbor, ensuring synchronization. In comparison to shared-memory
communication, programming is less expressive, more error-prone, but has the
advantage of a problem-oriented synchronization style.

3.2 Performance Prediction Framework

Performance analysis and prediction are usually done using statistical models
and benchmarking. Unfortunately, this approach does not provide a good un-
derstanding of the causes and costs of the overheads present in the application [6].
The alternatives are analytical modeling and simulation, the later being less flex-
ible. The drawback of the analytical method is the potential complexity of the
generated models.

However, the clear-cut interface and modularization of VOTE and its exe-
cution environment allow great simplifications without a large impact on the
accuracy of analytical models. Another advantage of VOTE is that there is a
relatively small number of overhead classes with enough impact on performance,
the most important being communication and contention on the VOTE system
services [2].
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3.3 Predicted and Measured Results

Finally, this section presents a comparison of the predicted and measured re-
sults. Both the shared-memory and the message-passing version of the succes-
sive overrelaxation were measured on the parallel MANNA computing system.
Measurements were made for up to 16 processors executing the application in a
single-tasking SPMD style.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Predicted and Measured Results

Figure 1 shows that the predicted performance results turns out to be at a
reasonable level of accuracy. This may be due to the simplicity and regularity of
the synchronization and communication of the successive overrelaxation. How-
ever, the application of the performance prediction framework to other (yet still
simple) parallel kernels [2] support the authors believe that the VOTE perfor-
mance prediction framework is a viable and yet powerful technique to understand
the overheads of parallel programming.

4 Conclusion

VOTE combines two coexistent implementations of the shared-memory and
message-passing communication paradigm in a single framework. Consequently,
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a programmer thus is able to choose the communication paradigm best suited
to match the specific application demands and to use the underlying computing
system in the most convenient way.

VOTE also supports a performance prediction framework. Modeling the pat-
terns of communication, load unbalance, resource contention and synchroniza-
tion, it gets possible to find out the overheads of parallel programming. For
various uses of the VOTE parallel programming support, it thus gets possible
to predict the execution time. In advance, this helps to identify performance
bottlenecks and to find the best utilization of the best use of communication
and synchronization functions.
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